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There is an urge to permit any interested part y 
to speak on issues at city council meetings. While 
state statutes require some kinds of public hearings, 
such as thos e required befor e creating an improve
ment district, there is no absolute constitutional 
right to speak at city counc il hearings . 

While an individual ma y want a governmental 
audience to consider certain policy views, this desire 
"finds no special protections i:h the U.S. Constitu
tion." Minnesota State Board for Comm . Colleges 
v. !{night, 465 U.S. 271, 291 (1984). So, unless 
some state statute requires a focused public 
hearing on a particular topic, as a general 
rule, the Constitution does not require 
city officials to conduct a citizen's input 
portion of th e public meeting. 

However, if the city council decides 

int erest." 460 U.S. at 46 . 
For purposes of this 

article, a second type is the 
"designated public forum .. " This definition applies 
to areas that are not required to be opened for 
public discussion, but become open by some action 
of the government. So, while a city council is not 
required by the U.S. Constitution to open a part of its 
meeting for a free ranging publi c discussion, once it 

does so, that discussion enjoys the same consti
tutional protections as the traditional public 

forum . In other words, there must be a 
compelling interest to limit the content of 
any discussion, and the means us ed to 
limit that discussion must be narrowly 
tailored to meet that legitimate public 
interest. 

So, there is no constitutional right 
~'Y. to have a city council meeting opened for 

to consider such input, then the full 
panoply of First Amendment protections 
guard the speech of the citizen . In short, 
whi le the forum does not have to be opened 
to public input, once it is , the governing 
body cannot limit an individual's free 
speech rights . 

• ~O public discussion on any topic. But, once 
----- the council elects to open the forum, then it 
:tjfiliate Member.. may not use the content of a particular 
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Many city governing bodies allow for citizen 
comments during the course of a meeting. Some 
times there is a special agenda item for "citizen's 
communication ." Other cities have a section devoted 
to a discussion of items not specifically on the 
agenda. Sometimes it is a simple matter of the 
mayor's asking if anyone has anything else to be 
considered by the Board. 

Or, it is possible that the city council has passed 
an ordinance which permits citizen communication 
during council meet in gs . Regardless of the form 
actually taken, each of these examples are the kinds 
of things that governing bodies do which open the 
forum of the public meeting to all members of the 
publi c. 

In First Amendment law, there are different 
kinds of public forums. One, the "traditional public 
forum," is one always open to the public. Streets and 
parks are examples of this kind of public forum. 
Perry Education Assoc. V. Perry Loe. Educ. Assoc ., 4€30 
U.S. 37, 45 (1983). In these areas, a citizen enjoys 
broad constitutional guarantees. While the govern
ment can impose reasonable time, place and man
ner restrictions, any content-based limitations "must 
be narrowly drawn to effectuate a compelling state 
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Yet, that does not mean that the city 
council may not impose restrictions. The most 
obvious restriction is time . The city council is 
perfectly free to set a time limit for speakers. As long 
as the amount of time given a particular speaker is 
content-neutra l, meaning that the amount of time 
has nothing to do with the subject of discussion, 
then the time restriction is perfectly legal. 

For example, if a city council wishes to have a 
maximum of 15 minutes of citizen input and, to limit 
each speaker to three minutes, such a limitation is 
totally proper. However, if the city wishes to limit 
discussion to 15 minutes, but gives proponents of a 
city sponsored proposal 12 minutes and opponents 
only three minutes, then the limitation is based upon 
content and a First Amendment violation occurs. 

Note, though, that under the examp le just 
discussed the city council made the time distinctions. 
Using the same analysis, if the city council permits 
15 minutes to discuss a proposed sales tax to fund 
public safety proposals, with a three-minute limit on 
each speaker, and four speakers sign up in favor of 
the proposal and only one signs up against it, there 
is no First Amendment violation even though it is 
the same 12-minute, three-minute split. Why? 
Because the speakers were allowed to speak and the 
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city council did nothing to "choose," the time allot
ted to a particular viewpoint. 

Another restriction that can be imposed is 
when the citizen communication occurs. It does not 
have to be at any particular portion of the meeting. 
So, if the city council places it at the end of the 
meeting and no one ever stays long enough to be 
heard, that is not a constitutional violation. 

Remember, the city council has "designated" 
the council meeting as a public forum, so it is 
perfectly free to set the agenda for its meeting. 

What if a speaker insists upon speaking at the 
beginning of the meeting and, after a sharp ex 
change with the mayor, actually becomes disrup
tive? For example, assume that a speaker feels 
abused by a ruling of the mayor and refuses to 
release the floor for another speaker. In such a 
situation, the speaker can be removed and there is 
no constitutional violation. 

The mayor is allowed to conduct an orderly 
meeting, and if a speaker becomes disorderly, the 
mayor is free to have the person removed . This 
conduct, or misconduct, by the speaker becomes the 
legal focus. See Gigler v. City of Klamath Falls, 21 
Or.App. 753, 537 P.2d 121 (1975). 

Another way in which misconduct can present 
itself is when a speaker has been given a time limit, 
but has been unable to complete a presentation. If, 
for example, the mayor allows each speaker five 
minutes, but a particular speaker is only half fin
ished with a presentation within that time frame, the 
mayor can still ask the speaker to cease and sit 
down. The speaker's failure to do so is conduct that 
can be affirmatively addressed without implicating 
First Amendment rights. See Wright v. Anthony, 733 
F.2d 575 (8th Cir . 1984); see also, Jones v. Heyman, 
888 F.2d 1328 (11th Cir. 1989). 

A city council should 
consider if it wants to open its 
public meetings. The rich 
history of this country sug
gests that full and robust 
debate on public issues is to 
be desired. If that is the 
feeling of the city council, 
then certain guidelines 
should be put into place 
before a problem occurs. 

As noted above, the 
timing of public discussion 
should be decided. The 
amount of time for public 
discussion should be set and, 
if there is to be a limit to the 
time for each speaker during 
that discussion, that limit 
should also be set out. Of 
course, whether one speaker 
can utilize the unus~d port" n 
of another speaker' time, or 
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can be given another speaker's time in order to 
extend a presentation, is an issue that should be 
considered . 

Rules of decorum concerning profanity and 
respect for the rulings of the mayor should be 
required. If these, and other procedures, are in 
place, then the orderly presentation of public views 
is reasonably limited by government action. 

The problem becomes what does the city 
council do when the speaker begins to criticize the 
council's actions? Or, what happens if the speaker 
"gets personal?'.' Again, the context of the speech is 
important. If the discussion occurs during an open 
forum when the speaker is free to talk about any 
subject, then absent libelous or profane attacks, the 
speaker should not be controlled. 

On the other hand, if the public discussion is on 
a particular matter, such as a rezoning issue, then it 
is perfectly proper to stop an attack on a council 
members vote on an unrelated subject by suggesting 
the speaker return to the issue at hand and, if 
unsuccessful, to remove the privileges of the floor 
and have the speaker sit down. 

On the streets and in the parks, the traditional 
public forums, speech can be robust, offensive and 
even obnoxious. But, in designated public forums 
such as city council meetings, some restrictions are 
in order. Content neutral restrictions will typically 
be upheld to legal challenge . Content based restric
tions will not unless what is really being imposed is 
a content neutral time, place or manner restriction. 
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